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[jakob]
Seat and dine.
[jakob] is the gourmet in your living area. Besides, you
have the choice from materials in different version –
beautiful, natural wooden leg frames or, nevertheless, the

filigree tube-wire frame? Which choice is yours?
Design: Michael Plewka

This model is also available in different
cover qualities and colours.

Cover bench: Z59/20 ice grey; Cover chair: Z59/54 brown

combination

casual

frame colour
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Chairs

MEX

MX

MEY

MY

chair with armrests
tube-wire frame

chair without armrests
tube-wire frame

chair with armrests wood
frame

chair without armrests
wood frame

62/62/86/49

49/62/86/49

62/62/86/49

49/62/86/49

item no. high-gloss
chrome = CG (surcharge)

item no. high-gloss
chrome = CG (surcharge)

item no. walnut-tree
frame = NU (surcharge)

item no. walnut-tree
frame = NU (surcharge)

NX160

NX190

NX220

NX250

NY160

NY190

NY220

NY250

bench tube-wire frame

bench tube-wire frame

bench tube-wire frame

bench tube-wire frame

bench wood frame

bench wood frame

bench wood frame

bench wood frame

160/65/89/50

190/65/89/50

220/65/89/50

250/65/89/50

160/65/89/50

190/65/89/50

220/65/89/50

250/65/89/50

item no. high-gloss
chrome = CG1 (surcharge)

item no. high-gloss
chrome = CG1 (surcharge)

item no. high-gloss
chrome = CG1 (surcharge)

item no. high-gloss
chrome = CG1 (surcharge)

item no. walnut-tree
frame = NU1 (surcharge)

item no. walnut-tree
frame = NU1 (surcharge)

item no. walnut-tree
frame = NU1 (surcharge)

item no. walnut-tree
frame = NU1 (surcharge)

Benches

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Noble metal
legs
The wire tube
bases are
available in
the metal
colours
high-gloss
chrome (surcharge), silver or bronze
powder-coated.

Fine wooden
bases
The wooden
bases are
available in
the oiled oak
finish.

Combined
covers
This model can
also be
supplied in
combined
cover qualities
and cover
colours. See order information and image.

Order checklist

Order information
Combined covers:
This model is available fully covered in fabric or leather as
well as covered in combined covers. See image and price list.
Price 1: back outside
Price 2: seat and back inside
Seam appearance:
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear different in
fabric and leather versions. For manufacturing reasons,
seams may be left out of the fabric version or replaced with
simple seams.
Load-bearing capacity:
A maximum load-bearing capacity of this chair up to 120 kg
is guaranteed.
Floor protection:
For the protection of your floor with smooth surfaces you
should attach felt planing hull on the frame.
All of the dimensions given are approximate dimensions
in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. Dimensions
are given as follows: width/depth/height/seat height.
Seat depth: ca. 44 cm
Armpart height MEX and MEY armchairs:
front: ca. 67 cm
middle: ca. 70 cm
back: ca. 73 cm
Leg-/frame versions:
tube-wired frame FM5, in different colours
- high-gloss chrome for surcharge (item no. = CG, CG1)
- silver powder-coated M21
- bronze powder-coated M56
- black powder-coated M99
- wood frame FM8 in oiled oak P58

• Cover (combination available)
• Leg frame finish
• Metal colour for frame - high-gloss
chrome for surcharge

Model-specific qualities:
The upholstery of this model has intentionally been made
loosely to create a certain visual effect. This is not a quality
defect but a model-specific characteristic that guarantees
optimum seat comfort.
Chromatic aberrations:
The wooden structure is different from ordering to ordering.
Deliveries after colour samples are basically excluded from
complaints and exchange. We take care of the best
correspondence possible.
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Upholstered furniture frame structure

Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. The family-owned company W.SCHILLIG has more
than 70 years’ experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany.
The result is upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustainability and protection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

1. frame - seat/back laminated wooden shell; side section on MEX,
MEY metal frame, foamed in place
2. seat suspension: layered glued wooden shell; benches with
permanently elastic wave springs
3. Back upholstery structure of ergo-PUR foam with diolen cover
4. back suspension: layered glued wooden shell; benches with
lining
5. Back upholstery structure of ergo-PUR-foam with diolen cover

Legs

tube-wire frame
diff. metal col.

wooden leg oiled
oak P58 no
surcharge

F M5

F M8

Leg-/ frame versions:
tube-wire frame FM5, in different colours
- high-gloss chrome M20 for surcharge (item no. = CG, CG1)
- powder-coated silver M21
- powder-coated bronze M56
- powder-coated black M99
wood frame FM8
- oiled oak P58
Powder-coated:
The colours M21 silver, M56 bronze and M99 black are powder-coated.
Chromatic aberrations:
The wooden structure is different from ordering to ordering. Deliveries
after colour samples are basically excluded from complaints and
exchange. We take care of the best correspondence possible.

Available metal colours

high-gloss chr.

silver

bronze

black

M20

M21

M56

M99

www.schillig.com
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jakob - living room examples

Cover: Z79/94 graphite
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